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PROFESSIONAL HEALTH CARE*
Herman Cohen
Tim Choy has asked me to write a message for the members of the Speech
Association of Minnesota. I am pleased that Tim gave me this opportunity because I
have the chance to discuss with you some of the problems that we face as a
profession and to suggest some alternative ways of looking at them and some actions
we might take. Rather than writing a journal article, I thought I would share some of
my thoughts with you in an informal way.

I think it important this message be presented to members of the Speech Association
of Minnesota. Whatever professional strength we now have and whatever strength we
will have in the future will not come from the superstructure of a national
organization such as SCA. No matter what lofty and well-intentioned
pronouncements are made from on high, we as a profession will not benefit unless
there is understanding, consultation, reinforcement and implementation by state and
regional associations. Indeed, as I will point out later, this is one of our professional
problems. Thus, if we are to understand our problems and make changes we must
rely on associations such as yours.
It is not my
understand the
brought us to
academic world

intention to present a history lesson. Nevertheless, in order to
present status of our discipline we must look at the events which
where we are. We must understand both what happened in the
in general and the ways in which our own field has changed.

In the aftermath of the turbulent days of the 196O's and early 197O's, education - in
our schools as well as our colleges and universities - has suffered from the lack of
public confidence which has been directed at most of our institutions. A recent
Harris poll has shown an appalling lack of trust in government, the law, medicine and
the media. Significant segments of our society which were only recently regarded as
fundamental are now regarded with cynicism by a significant portion of the
population. Although we are distressed by the lack of public confidence in education
we should not be surprised. We are not alone. According to Harris, confidence in
medicine in the last decade has dropped from 72% to 43%, science from 68% to 48%,
labor unions from 22% to 14%, the military from 62% to 24%, organized religion
from 41% to 32%. The decline in confidence in education dropped from 61% to 36%
- we are regarded in much the same ways as other institutions of our society. I don't
know that we should feel pleased that only a bit more than a third of the public
support us but we do enjoy more public confidence than many institutions.
Many explanations, including assassinations, Vietnam, the civil rights struggle and
Watergate, could be adduced to explain contemporary cynicism. At the moment,
however, I am only interested in explaining, first to myself and then to you, what
brought about the decreasing confidence not only in the educational establishment
but in its practitioners as well. Sadly, I think, we have seen the dimming if not the
extinguishing of the lamp of educational hope. For decades part of our American
myth, even our American dream, was that education was the most effective means of
social mobility. "Stay in school and better yourself," "Go to college and make
something of yourself" were persuasive slogans until quite recently.

I am afraid those slogans are no longer very widely believed. For one thing we may
have exceeded our ambition. Education is a given in our society and no longer
represents much of a distinction or a path to success. Henry Steele Commager has
pointed out that in 1920 20% of all the young people between the ages of 14 and 18
were in high school. In 1970 50% of all the young people between the ages of 18 and
24 were enrolled in some form of higher education. Thus, college is not the
equivalent of high school a half century ago. It is, in fact, two and a half times more
popular. The supply of Ph.D's tripled between 1960 and 1970. The Urban League

Dr. Herman Cohen is Professor of Speech Communication at The Pennsylvania State
University and the recent past President of the Speech Communication Association.

*This article is based on a speech given to the North Carolina Speech and Drama
Association, November 7, 1975.
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discovered that many employers in New York required that elevator operators have a
high school diploma - not because any educational skills were necessary but because a
diploma seemed to offer some assurance of punctuality and dependability. A person
who stuck it out through high school was likely to stick it out on the job. The simple
lesson to be inferred from these dreary statistics is that education no longer seems to
offer the kind of pay-off which it did earlier.

The lack of confidence in education is hardly limited to those minority groups who
were unable to take advantage of the benefits we have to offer them. During the
disturbances at Berkeley the group which showed the least confidence in the
University of California was the alumni of that great institution. Many of them
expressed disappointment in their own success or lack of it and had doubts about
whether they would advise their children to attend. Perhaps we oversold the virtues
of education and made promises we could not keep.
This disenchantment took place in, or was perhaps even caused by, an atmosphere of
drastic social change. Integration, or at least desegregation, of southern schools,
massive movements of poor and minority populations into our urban centers, the
educational demands of previously neglected or ignored groups posed almost
insoluble problems for the educational establishment and public dissatisfaction was
wide spread.

These perceptions were certainly not lost on school boards, legislators and trustees.
They felt that the promised pay-off had not come about. They were not sure that the
dollars spent on education had been a good investment. Besides that, they perceived
greater social needs which had greater demand on the shrinking public dollars. To
make the situation even worse, educators seemed to display a kind of elitism about
those generous dollars. They were not very accountable. They were reluctant to
explain to the public what it was they intended to do with all that money or to give a
satisfactory accounting after it had been spent. But ten years ago they felt such
explanations were not necessary.
When tax payers and legislators began to resist we in education were vulnerable. The
Harris Poll I mentioned earlier says that 72% of the public feel they "no longer get
good value from their tax dollars." 59% of the public felt that way in 1969. There
was a reluctance to continue increasing support of programs which did not enjoy
public confidence. In some cases fiscal support even declined.

No matter where, in retrospect, we lay the blame in the campus turbulence of the
late 6O's and early 7O's, we in the universities and colleges are left with an
unfortunate reputational inheritance. In the public mind serious questions were
raised about our morality, our seriousness and our responsibility. Even those
campuses which remained tranquil were caught in the general reduction of our ethos.
In the context of these very rapid social changes we also need to look at what has
happened to the profession of Speech - now known as Speech Communication. We,
as a discipline, underwent changes as dramatic as those of society in general. In the
195O's we thought our mission was clear. We were a field largely concerned with the
teaching of public speaking and we pretty much ignored other forms of
communication — except for group discussion. Then one day we woke to find that
other disciplines were already addressing themselves to problems of communication.
As we had continued in our traditional ways, psychologists, sociologists,
anthropologists, linguists and other social scientists, had been doing sophisticated
research in many aspects of communication. Our reaction to this discovery was panic
at the revelation that many of the questions we should have been asking about
communication were already being asked by social scientists.
In our desperation to catch up, in order to know which questions to ask, we spread
our nets rather indiscriminately and gathered in a lot of methodology and some of
the theories of the social sciences. This was by no means entirely a bad thing. We
were forced to re-examine our assumptions and some of us discarded much that was
simplistic, naive, obsolete and prescriptive. The trouble was that we did not integrate
our new selves with our old selves because we moved so quickly. As a result we
present a fuzzy image not only to others but to ourselves as well. A clear professional
focus seems to be lacking. We do not, after all these years, seem altogether certain or
united in what is central to our discipline or what the conceptual glue is that holds us
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together. We are not clear about what concerns are ours and which we share with
other disciplines. Many of us are not sure where the overlaps occur. What is different
about our interest in communication as compared to say social psychologists? We
send out different, and often conflicting messages. Our presentation of self ranges
from pure humanist to behavioral scientist. Although we use the rubric "Speech
Communication" we are not sure to what extent we are concerned with speech and
to what extent with communication. We also seem more than a little confused about
our primary mission. To what extent are we teachers o/skills and competencies and
to what extent are we teachers about knowledge of the communication process.
Since we seem to have some trouble telling ourselves what we do, we should not be
surprised if some of our colleagues in other fields are somewhat confused about who
we are. I have heard an eminent sociologist refer to Speech Communication Ph.D's as
"undifferentiated social scientists." I have also heard a Graduate Dean describe our
field not as a discipline but as "an interdisciplinary subject." Some of this confusion,
at the university level, is reflected in the colleges with which we are affiliated. Among
others, we are housed in Colleges of Liberal Arts, Arts and Science, Communication,
Social and Behavioral Sciences. Humanities and Fine Arts.
Lest I seem unnecessarily lugubrious in my analysis, let me hasten to point out that
many other fields such as Political Science, English, Geography, Economics and
Foreign Languages have encountered similar problems of redefinition. The sixties
were years of conceptual revolution for many disciplines.
Another of our confusions, and one which I think is particularly relevant to you, is
that we are not certain who the members of our profession are or what kind of
profession we are. It sometimes seems that the discussions of whether we are an
educational or scholarly profession have been almost endless. Nevertheless, we must
come to some resolution because the answer has significant implications for our
future.

I do not mean to overestimate the schism in our profession but we all know that
some members of our profession are convinced that our future lies in the direction of
generating and disseminating our research. They see us as a scholarly profession
which has as one of its most important missions the improvement of scholarship and
the refinement of our knowledge. Other members, happily growing in numbers and
articluateness, see us as an educational and professional group concerned with
instruction in communication at all levels and with expanding rather than
constricting our membership. In general, until recent years, the SCA tended to regard
itself as a scholarly organization and the more practical concerns were delegated to
the state and regional organizations. Others of us, myself included, feel there is no
reason why our field cannot be both scholarly and professional. The real question, I
suppose, is what relative emphasis should be given, keeping in mind our meager
resources.
What that balance should be is clear, at least to me. For years our profession,
including the SCA, had been benignly neglectful of the high school and community
college teachers. In our desire to establish our professional respectability we stressed
our research and our scholarship. We needed to improve our status and we did, but at
the expense of some valuable elements to which we did not pay much attention. We
did not remember that our concern should be with study, teaching and research in
Speech Communication at all levels. Once we have that notion dear in our heads a
number of questions answer themselves. We no longer need to ask questions which
assume a dichotomous polarity. We can, as a profession, simultaneously advance
scholarship and improve the communication competencies of all. We no longer need
to ask who belongs to our profession or whether high school teachers and research
scholars can co-exist in the same profession and professional organizations. The fairly
limited size of our profession may provide us with a subtle advantage. We are not
large enough to follow the model provided by English with its MLA/ACTE Division
or similar schemes used by Mathematics, Physics, Music and other fields. Our
smallness requires unity and integration.

In recent years our profession has begun to change its orientation. Perhaps the change
seems too gradual but the SCA has appointed an Associate Executive Secretary for
Education. Through such mechanisms as the States Advisory Council we have
attempted to establish closer relationships with state and regional associations.
Teachers in the public schools and community colleges are beginning to play more
important roles in the decision making of the SCA. At the same time we must
3

recognize, however, that some errors have been committed in the past and need to be
rectified. For too long our professional organizations, particularly at the national and
regional levels, have been dominated by faculty from four year and graduate
institutions. This is particularly true of SCA but I also noted the same kind of
domination when I looked through the programs of the regional associations. The
program participants and officers were overwhelmingly from senior institutions. We
have begun to change but we must make more decisive efforts to bring public school
and community college teachers into more active professional roles. I suspect this
situation helps to explain why there is so little overlap of membership between state
organizations and SCA.

We have displayed another kind of elitism. As our field changed we became seriously
concerned about the directions in which we should move. Extremely worthwhile
conferences were held at New Orleans, Pheasant Run, Wingspread, Airie and Sedalia
charting the future growth of our field and very thoughtful volumes were produced
as outcomes of these conferences. Unfortunately, no really serious attempt was made
to see that the results of these conferences were disseminated and the implications
made clear to practitioners in schools and colleges.
Although this neglect was perhaps not deliberate or even conscious, it grew out of a
patronizing attitude toward schools and community colleges shown by us in senior
institutions. We did not show much interest in determining the views of active
practitioners or in sharing our thoughts on matters of mutual concern. This attitude,
it seems to me, is changing. Those of us in graduate departments and in influential
professional positions must work more actively at establishing communication with
community colleges and public school teachers. We need to understand the problems
of classroom teachers and, more importantly, we need to listen to them. They have
advice to offer us. We must not assume that we will always be consulted as experts.
We must understand that we can learn from high school teachers.

We have done something which, I hope, will improve this situation. Under the
editorship of Kenneth Brown of the University of Massachusetts the old Speech
Teacher is being transformed into Communication Education, a journal which we
hope will be meaningful, interesting and useful to teachers. The change in this
journal, in effect, argues that not all of our writing need be scholarly or
psuedo-scholarly.
These changes, I hope, will come and soon but they will require the combined efforts
of national, regional and state organizations. Because the people who need to be
integrated identify more closely with state and regional organizations, the primary
emphasis will, of necessity, be at that level. You and others like you face a real
challenge not only in improving the status of Speech in Minnesota but in contributing
to the national health of our profession. Our national strength must rest firmly on
the strength of our state and regional associations. As a result of such effort I hope
that a side benefit will be that there will be greater overlapping membership between
associations at all levels. That will happen only if our professional associations can
offer services which are needed by members and potential members.

At the same time that we are strengthening our professional and educational
structure we need not lose our strength as scholars. Our scholarship has improved
greatly and it is still in need of greater improvement. As the quality of our research
and scholarly writing grows I hope we will also grow in deeper understanding of our
own discipline. We will not decide, I trust, to be sociologists but we will decide how
our objectives and field of study differ from theirs although in some cases our
methodologies and our theories may overlap. Many of us are thinking very seriously
about this, including an SCA Task Force on the focus of the profession.

I suppose if there is a message |. want to leave with you it is that we must regard
ourselves as an integrated profession concerned with the improvement of human
communication, in all spheres, through study, teaching, research and scholarship.
None of us should feel either disdain or awe for other members of our field. These
are tough times for the academic world and our profession. We can grow and flourish
but it will take a unified effort from a unified profession.
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MODELS ARE IN PEOPLE

Pau! D. Holtzman
We learn a great deal from our students. This is especially true in the speech
communication profession. When you have been teaching undergraduates as long as I
have, you will have listened — critically and comprehendingly — to thousands of
students and some multiple of thousands of times.

I have been doing things, thinking things and believing things in ways that my
students have taught me at one time or another during the past 25 years.
Recently, I have taken time out from telling students exactly what the
communication process is. Instead, I have listened to students — and others — to
learn what their communication processes are.
This is a paper on what the communication processes are. More accurately, it is a
paper on the different conceptions of the communication process which guide each
person's choices of behaviors in communication situations.
My thesis is that communication behaviors and outcomes are determined — only in
part, of course — by how each participant conceptualizes the communication process;
that different conceptions of the process yield different outcomes.

This report grows out of a number of professional experiences. Some years ago, as I
began to introduce models of communication to an advanced class, I heard one
student groan, "Oh, no. Not again!" I investigated and found what I feared. Nearly
all courses in speech communication — and many in journalism — were being started
with presentations of one or more models of communication 1 as a means of
describing the process. It does not seem to have mattered that the various models
represent different processes. If there were any question about which one best
represented the process, the instructor was usually quick to point it out — often with
the instructor's own "improvements."
Even the basic courses were beginning with the newest theoretical models. This is a
phenomenon which one of our colleagues calls "the graduate student syndrome." It
is a disease that graduate assistants enjoy {suffer would be the wrong word here)
when they share with their own students — freshmen and sophomores in basic
courses — the exciting theoretical ideas just encountered in graduate seminars.2

My concern here, however, is not with how we program education in our discipline —
which is another important problem. Wherever and whenever various descriptions and
analogies are presented, the question is why they are presented and what the
consequent conception of communication — by our students — is intended to be.

Recently my own thoughts coalesced regarding our purposes in presenting the various
models of communication. The occasion was a collaboration with Professor Donald
Ecroyd on a programmed textbook on communication models.^
Reviewing the standard models of communication — and some not so standard — I
discovered that there are at least three very different conceptions of the
communication process represented. Yet these models are often presented in
textbook and classroom in an apparent effort to aid the student's understanding of
the communication process. The result is likely to be confusion, it seems to me. Here
are some of the things we may be doing:

—We introduce the information theorist's concept of noise (referring to
sources of signal distortion in the channel) and then extend that label to a very
different function in "senders" and "receivers." Thus students must try to
understand another kind of "distortion" which isn't distortion at all.
—We help students maintain the "myth of idea transmission"^ by suggesting
that ideas (and thoughts and feelings) are transmitted to or "reconstructed"
by receivers.

Dr. Paul D. Holtzman is Professor of Speech Communication at The Pennsylvania
State University.
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—We draw attention to responses of others as both goals and effects of
communication but we and out students continue to talk of "getting the idea
across.”
—We present the Shannon-Weaver, Lasswell, Johnson and related models
without awareness that human behaviors guided by each model will be
different.
In all of these instances, we miss opportunities to teach that one's concept of the
process is itself a salient factor in the process.

In these days of generative grammars, it is understood that human beings individually
construct theories of what to expect in language. Language behaviors are then based
on those individual theories. The child who says, "I goed to school yesterday," is
generating language on a particular model of the past tense. It is a generally useful
model but it does not account for the variations which occur in certain frequently
occurring verbs in standard English.

One's individual concept of the communication process also tends to guide both
behaviors and views of what is happening when one deals with other people. For
example, if I say, "She should know because I told her," I am guided by a conception
different from that of a person who says, "If she doesn't know. I'll have to find
another way to get her to understand," Still a different concept of model would be
relfected in the statement, "She and I will have to work out a new understanding of
the matter."

There seem to be three main concepts or models of communication which can be
labeled transmission, response and interaction models. We and our students need to
be able to distinguish among these concepts. This is important not to determine
which is best or true, for no such determination would be valid across all
communication events — nor for all communicators. But it is important for our
students to recognize their own models — and those of the people with whom they
deal. Further, it is useful to understand the consequences which follow when people
are guided by the various models in given communication situations.

Transmission

models include many of the variations of the Shannon-Weaver
information-processing model,5 including Berio's Ingredients of Communication^
and some of the Schramm variations.^ For the person who is guided by these models,
the message is the communication. This is the conception which underlies the "legal
notice" when the fact of publication constitutes communication. When
communication fails, a speaker guided by a transmission model insists, "But I said..."

No effort is made here to somehow invalidate this conception of communication as
transmission. It is valid because it represents the theory underlying a great deal of
human activity — at least in our culture. People do focus on signals; they do try to
"get the message across"; they do operate on the assumption that "sender" and
"receiver" are "previously equipped with the same program.
Response models include some adaptations of the Shannon-Weaver conception. In
these, the "receiver" becomes a responder or a response. The simplest of the response
models is the Lasswell conception of

WHO
SAYS WHAT
TO WHOM
IN WHAT CHANNEL
WITH WHAT EFFECTS
For a person guided by such, models, the reponse of the "receiver" is the
communication. This is the conception which underlies TV ratings and some
evaluation of advertising messages when the facts of increased sales are attributed to
those messages. Thus, in the advertising profession, it is a response mode of
communication which gave rise to the legendary suggestion, "Let's run it up the
flagpole and see if anybody salutes." In government, this conception of
communication guides the "trial balloon." In a speech communication performance
course, the response model would guide evaluation of speaking on the basis of a
speaker's success in inducing desired listener-response. Listener-response is a common
dependent variable in much of the research on persuasion. 10
6

Finally, interaction models are those which assume changes in all participants in
communication. Wendell Johnson's model is often presented without his explanation
that
. .there are interactions (spiraling, or ever-changing, rather than circular, or
repeating) among the various stages so that, in a sense, everything is affected by
everything else.''^^ Raymond A. Bauer once proposed a model ". . .of
communication as a transactional process in which two parties each expect to give
and take from the deal approximately equitable values."12 Elsewhere, I have
proposed an analogy with the induction coil (or trensformer) in which one concept
of communication might be that of mutual induction between one participant and
another or others.

For a person guided by such models, the focus of communication is on the changes
which take place in all participants. This is the conception which may guide the
remark, "Let's get together and see what we come up with." It is also an explanation
of the statement that "The best way to learn something is to teach it." Whatever else
may come from the research in counterattitudinal advocacy,1^ there are data which
reflect changes in both participants when one advocates a position contrary to one's
own attitude.
What one chooses to say and how one chooses to interpret and respond to what is
heard, then, is determined in part by which model of communication is guiding those
behaviors. I propose, therefore, that students learn about models of communication
not in an effort to identify the best description of definition of the process. Tossing
collected models of communication at our students is apt to reinforce naive concepts
of the process — which individual students can surely find in at least one of the
models. Thus, limited growth of understanding is assured.

What is suggested is that each of the models be applied to given communication
situations and to given communication behaviors in order to examine the differential
effects of the different conceptions on the process itself. The student should learn to
ask:
What happens in this situation if the person seeking is guided by an iteraction
model?

What if that person is guided by a transmission model?
How do people evaluate the communication they participate in?

Who looks at the message in evaluating communication?
Who looks to the behavior of the receiver in evaluating communication?

Who is aware of changes which take place in the speaker in communication?
Who attributes communication failure to the stupidity of the listener?

When the available stock of communication models is applied to real situations,
students can discover that models are in people and that people operate in
accordance with their individual concepts of the communication process. Then
students will be able to identify a range of communication processes and they can
become more skilled in analysis of communication events — both those observed and
those experienced.
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NOTES
1

Lest any reader be unfamiliar with such presentations, the following examples in
textbooks are noted:
Martin P. Anderson, E. Ray Nichols, Jr., and Herbert W. Booth, The Speaker and
His Audience, second edition. Harper & Row, 1974, Chapter 4, "The Nature of

the Communication Transaction."

Ronald L. Appibaum, Karl W. E. Anatol, Ellis R. Hays, Owen O. Jenson, Richard
E. Porter and Jerry E. Mandel, Fundamental Concepts in Human Communication,
Canfield Press, 1973, Chapter 3, "Interpersonal Communication."

Larry L. Barker and Robert J. Kibler, editors. Speech Communication Behavior,
Prentice-Hall, 1971, Chapter 2, "Theories and Models of Communication
Processes."
Raymond S. Ross, Speech Communication Fundamentals and Practice, second
edition, Prentice-Hall, 1970, Chapter 1, "The Communication Process."
2

I report on Professor Carroll Arnold's idea of the "graduate student syndrome"
without prejudice because I was infected and, now that I think of it, I guess I still
am.

3

Paul D. Holtzman and Donald H. Ecroyd, Communication Concepts and Models,
National Textbook Company (in press).

4

Francis A. Cartier, "Three Misconceptions of Communication," ETC., A review of
General Semantics, 22:135-145, July, 1963. Of the myth of idea-transmission,

Cartier says, "Its persistence is due undoubtedly in large part to our strong
subjective feeling that when we communicate successfully we transmit our ideas
to someone else. It is perpetuated, too, by the popularity of communication
models diagrammed with little blocks connected by arrows."
5

Claude E. Shannon and Warren Weaver, The Mathematical Theory of
Communication. University of Illinois Press, 1949, p.5 (Depiction and description

of this and other models cited can be found in the references identified in note 1,
above.)

6

David K. Berio, The Process of Communication, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1960, p. 72.

7

Wilbur Schramm, The Process and Effects of Mass Communication, University of
Illinois Press, 1971.

8
9

Jurgen Habermas, "Toward a Theory of Communicative Competence," in Recent

Sociology No. 2 (edited by Hans Peter Dreitzel), Macmillan, 1970, p. 131.

Harold D. Lasswell, "The Structure and Function of Communication in Society,"
in The Communication of Ideas (edited by Lyman Bryson), Harper and Row,
1948, p.37.

10 Wallace C. Fotheringham, for instance, after reviewing four different conceptions
of persuasion, selected "effects in receivers" as the focus for his book.
Perspectives on Persuasion, Allyn and Bacon, 1966.

11 Wendell Johnson, Your Most Enchanted Listener, Harper & Row, 1956, inside
back cover.

12 Raymond A. Bauer, "The Obstinate Audience: the Influence Process from the
Point of View of Social Communication," American Psychologist, 19:319-328,
1964.

13 Robert T. Oliver, Harold P. Zelko and Paul D. Holtzman, Communicative
Speaking and Listening, fourth edition. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968, p. 11.
See also Communication Concepts and Models cited earlier.
14 See, for instance, Samuel Himmelfarb and Alice H. Eagly, "Orientations to the
Study of Attitudes and Their Change," in Readings in Attitude Change (edited by
Samuel Himmelfarb and Alice H. Eagly), John Wiley & Sons, 1974, pp. 18-19.
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A NEW APPROACH TO THE ORAL
INTERPRETATION CRITIQUE SESSION

Carol Gaede
In the oral interpretation classroom, the critique session has traditionally been
utilized to discuss the performer's strengths and weaknesses and to provide a learning
experience for both performers and audience members. The problem faced by
teacher and students alike is one of "where to begin” or "what format to follow." In
the past, two devices have come into common usage in the critique session, each with
inherent weaknesses.
Many instructors utilize a type of checklist which focuses attention on such
techniques as eye contact, vocal pitch or volume, rate of speaking, etc. The major
problem involved with such a device is the focusing of audience attention on the
mechanics of speaking rather than on the more elusive artistic aspects of a
performance experience. It also indicates to students that there is an absolute right
and wrong to the use of particular techniques.

The second format employed by instructors is a free and open discussion introduced
by an inquiry of, "How did you like it?" The common responses, "It was OK," or
"You needed more eye contact" are of minimal help to the performer, because they
are not specific in terms of why the responses occurred. Comments such as, "It was
real good," or "I didn't like it" can, through premature judgment, place the
performer in a defensive position. He is no longer open to suggestions but channels
his energy into somehow "proving" his own position to be "right."

The model presented in the following paragraphs was designed for a critique session
based on what happens within each individual audience member during the
performance experience. It then provides a structure for the verbalization of that
experience and leaves the final judgment of the success or failure of the experience to
the performer himself. It is founded on three basic assumptions regarding the nature
and purpose of the critique session.
1. The classroom performance is viewed as an example of communication involving
the overlapping stages of preparation, performance, and feedback.Although
feedback (largely nonverbal) has been going on during the performance, it is given
verbal form during a critique session, thus making it more specific and useful to the
participants.

. . .feedback provides information (confirmation or disconfirmation of beliefs
about oneself or others) and is a mechanism for understanding the relationship
between appearances and reality.^

2. A critique session should establish a "helping relationship" between audience
members and performer. It is basically informational (rather than judgmental) in
nature. The audience members verbalize their own perspective on the experience
recently shared. Such activity is based on the premise that the capacity for
improvement or growth lies neither within external authorities nor in a precise
criteria of right and wrong but rather within the performer himself.
. . .a helping relationship might be defined as one in which one of the
participants intends that there should come about, in one or both parties,
more appreciation of, more expression of, more functional use of the latent
inner resources of the individual.3
3. The audience members are considered active participants in the performance, and
a verbalization of their participation is of value to audience members and performers
alike. It is a valid expression even when it comes from the novice student, but as such
it often needs to be structured or limited to increase specificity and to efficiently
utilize class time.
The process of feedback as evidenced first within each audience member, then
verbalized in the critique session, involves three interconnected stages: description,
interpretation, and finally evaluation.

Dr. Carol Gaede is Assistant Professor of Speech at Moorhead State University.
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An audience member experiences a performance initially through his senses. He sees,
hears, touches both the physical stimuli being presented (the performer, the
environment, the words used) and the imaginary world being evoked (visual imagery,
idea patterns). At the same time, the listener is in touch with his own feelings
(excitement, boredom, empathic sadness or happiness).
This initial process is called description. Meaning is then evolved through the
interpretation of the stimuli (symbolic interaction^) — the process of in terp re tation.
Finally, a judgment is made as to the value of that meaning and appropriate action to
be taken {evaluation}. The three stages are not separate but rather flow into one
another in an overlapping fashion (See Figure 1.).

Breakdowns in this feedback process can occur on the part of either the giver or
receiver of that feedback. An obvious communication breakdown which originates
with the feedback giver involves lack of specificity in the verbal feedback or a lack of
delineation between observation and opinion, between cognitive and affective
responses, between externally observed data and internal feelings. This in turn breeds
observations, opinions, and/or judgments which have no supportive evidence or for
which such support is not verbalized. On the part of the feedback receiver
breakdowns in the sharing of feedback most often occur when the recipient allows
his own emotions, thoughts, and/or general defense mechanisms to block effective
reception of the feedback.
A traditional critique session might contain comments such as the following: (In the
examples, P=performer; A,B,C =student audience members.)

Example 1

A: Your reading was too fast.
8; Your eye contact was poor.
C: Personally, I liked the reading — it was good.
The feedback given by the students is of only minimal value to the performer. While
individual evaluations have been expressed, the students have not described how they
arrived at those evaluations. Thus the reader is left with little information about his
performance as a basis for modifying behavior in subsequent performances. He does
not know why Student A thought he read "too fast" or why Student C thought his
performance was "good." He only knows there appears to be a difference of opinion
among those who observed his performance.
Attention to the verbalization of all three stages of the process (not just the resultant
judgment) will minimize the breakdowns. It will encourage the sharing of specific
information for the performer's benefit, and it will reduce defensiveness from the
performer since initial responses are informational rather than judgmental in nature.
Attention was paid to this feedback process during classes in oral interpretation (at
Southern Illinois University from 1971-1973 and at Moorhead State University in
1975).5 Students were encouraged to begin critique sessions with a description of
both the "external" worlds of the classroom and their own "internal" worlds
(imagination and feelings). The following examples illustrate such use of description.
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Example 2

A: I saw a very pleasant young man in your facial expressions, posture, and
overall tone of voice. In the last few lines, however, I heard the persona
(speaker of the poem) display a trace of bitterness. (An example is given from
the poem.) But I still heard your voice maintain the same pleasant tone and
saw your face project a happy rather than displeased attitude.
B: When you moved behind your script and seemed to "peer" from behind
it, I was your character hiding behind a rock as was described in the poem
itself.
Such a description is based on observed data from the external world of the
performance and from the internal world of the audience members' imagination.
Further descriptions might be found in an audience member's feelings as illustrated
below.

Example 3

A: I felt very warm during your reading. The character came across as a very
friendly individual toward whom, in return, I felt friendly. When you (as the
character) smiled, I smiled in return — I almost wanted to reach out and shake
your hand.

P: I hoped for that friendliness to come across. In turn, I responded favorably
to smiles which appeared on several audience members' faces. There is one
point in the poem, however, where the persona turns inward and becomes
thoughtful, even wistful as he remembers his childhood. I felt myself drawing
away from the audience and into another world at that point.
B: I too felt you drawing back but taking me with you. There was not a sense
of distance between me and your character as there is when two people
withdraw from one another. Instead I felt your character welcoming me into
the very private world of his memories and sharing them with me, or rather
allowing me to share the experience of his re-experiencing those memories. I
felt very pleased, very privileged, at being allowed entry into that private
worl d.
The description of sensory perceptions and of feelings concentrates on the positive
aspects of the performance experience — what did occur, not what failed to occur. It
allows for an expansion of the audience members' experiences as well as providing
useful information for the performer.

Other aspects of the performance can also be noted. For example, description might
include, "I saw you shifting from one foot to another" or "I heard a very high voice
pitch," The use of such vocal or physical patterns are not as yet judged to be "good"
or "bad." They are merely described. The performer must decide the meaning and
judgment of his use of particular techniques in the next two steps of the feedback
verbalization.

Once a description has been given, interpretation is the second stage in the process.
The use of a high vocal pitch will be judged appropriate or not appropriate in a
performance only when it is interpreted to determine the effect created for the
audience members and the effect desired by the performer.
At this stage of the process, individual audience members' value systems must be
expressed. It is possible that two people, seated side-by-side in the audience, could
interpret the same stimulus to have two different meanings. If that value system or
interpretation is verbalized, the performer can then decide which to accept based on
the value systems presented.
In the following example, two students responded to the same stimulus yet reached
two widely different interpretations. The only way for the performer to decide the
success or failure (evaluation) of his reading was to look at the interpretation step of
the process.
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Example 4
A; I saw you create an old man as the persona of this poem (description).
That persona is not explicitly indicated in the literature — yet I found nothing
to deny its existence either (description). My own value, however, is that a

reader should not impose anything on the literature which is not explicitly
indicated by the literature itself interpretation. Therefore, I found the
reading to be unacceptable in this respect (evaluation).

B; I also saw the old man as the persona in your reading of the poem
(description). I also did not see such a character explicitly indicated by the
literature, nor did I see it contradicted (description). My value, however, is
that a reader is free to create any character, scene, or emotion not explicitly
denied by or contradictory to the literature (interpretation). Therefore, I
found the reading to be acceptable in this respect (evaluation).

Perhaps the only solution in a case such as this would be for the participants to
"agree that they disagree." At least if their interpretations (values) have been made
clear, the performer is given enough information to weigh their separate evaluations
in light of their expressed value systems and his own. The reader has also shared in
the differing experiences of two audience members and perhaps thus will better
understand the varied responses of audience members in future performances.
When a teacher begins a critique session with a question of "What did you see or hear
or feel?" the result will begin with information and leave the evaluation ("Did I
succeed or fail?") to the individual performer. The students can be encouraged to
make their observations specific and thus to provide detailed rather than vague
information for the performer. By concentrating on the world of the audience
member as well as the world of the performer, class members are encouraged to be
more actively involved as audience members during future performances.

If audience members are to be actively, not passively involved in a performance, they
must be taught to pay attention to what is going on inside themselves as well as in the
external world of the classroom. The type of critique session described above
encourages the attention to and verbalization of such responses. If students are to
utilize the performance classroom as a laboratory in which learning is encouraged, the
non-judgemental beginnings of such a critique session can provide specific information
for the performer and should minimize defensive responses. The Judgment can be
placed in the domain of the performer and not solely in the hands of the audience.
Thus the critique session becomes a mechanism for the sharing of informational
feedback rather than a means for passing judgment.

NOTES
1

A detailed description of these three stages as they relate to the oral
interpretation performance can be found in; Carol Gaede, "Feedback in the Oral
Interpretation Classroom: The Development and Application of a Communication
Model to the Structure of the Verbal Feedback of the Critique Session,"
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Southern Illinois University, 1974.

Martin Lakin, Interpersonal Encounter: Theory and Practice in Sensitivity
Training (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972), p. 9.
3 Carl Rogers, On Becoming aPerson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1961), p. 40.
4 Herbert J. Blumer, Symbolic Interactionism (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.;
2

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), pp. 4-5.

5

Although the model presented in this article was designed for specific use in the
oral interpretation classroom, it can be adapted for any class (acting, directing,
public speaking), in which a performance and critique session take place. This is
particularly true of any performance for which a purely objective criteria is not
set up prior to the performance event.
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TEACHING THE FIRST COURSE: A MULTIPLE APPROACH

Richard J. Ukka
In their most recent study of the first course in speech within United States colleges
and universities. James W. Gibson and his associates concluded that whether
emphasizing public speaking, fundamentals, communication, voice and articulation,
or a multiple approach, the basic course "seems healthy and strong as part of our
higher educational curriculum.''^ As a statement about present enrollment this
conclusion is most encouraging. Yet, as a statement about what is preferable content
and format for a first course it is less enlightening. Certainly most instructors in the
first course who have been schooled in the rich traditions of rhetorical scholarship
would not dispute the value of public speaking or the study of fundamentals.
Similarily, the last twenty years of research in communication theory have also
convinced most speech teachers of the importance of introducing basic principles of
communication study into the framework of the introductory level courses. As for
voice and articulation, there is little need to demonstrate that it remains a significant
and enduring problem in the first class. And yet, while admitting the value of first
courses that give emphasis to these areas, the present paper is directed towards
advancing the worth of that type of first course which emphasizes a multiple
approach to the study and practice of speech-communication in the classroom.
Specifically, the content and format, administration, and advantages of such a course
are considered.
In an earlier review of first courses in United States colleges and universities, Gibson
et al., defined such a course as "that course either required or recommended for a
significant number of undergraduates; it is that speech course which the department
either has or would recommend as being required for all or most undergraduates if
the college administration asked it to name a course so required."2 For the first
course using the multiple approach, the emphasis would be upon providing students
with a broad based introduction to several areas of study in speech communication as
opposed to a more concentrated scope of study, such as a course in the fundamentals
of speech. Now although some colleges and universities have simply developed a
variety of introductory level courses that collectively provide a multiple approach to
the larger field of speech communication, other colleges, often with fewer available
staff and resources, have not been able to provide as many separate alternatives. But
in either case, whether a given speech curriculum has one or many introductory level
courses, the utility of a multiple approach for the first or primary course in the
curriculum is that it can provide students taking their first and for the most part,
their only speech course, with a much greater variety of communication experiences.
In view of the demands placed upon communicators in contemporary society, such a
variety should have high priority in an introductory or first course. The student who
enters the first course is one who will spend much more of his or her time in dyads,
groups, and within organizations than he or she will with formal speechmaking. This
same student has already spent considerable time and will continue to spend more in
constant interaction with mass media, and, this is the same student who already lives
in a world where an understanding of communication between and across cultures is
imperative for understanding and mutual development of people and nations.

What the above suggests, then, is a movement away from, but not an abandonment
of, first courses with more concentrated emphasis, such as the study and practice of
formal speechmaking. Now although such an observation has been made before,^ and
although many first course teachers have moved in this direction, the need for a more
diversified approach to speech communication study in the first course is perhaps still
unrealized. For example, in their most recent study, Gibson and his associates noted
that in the years from 1968 to 1973, that there was a "reduction in courses
emphasizing public speaking, fundamentals, and voice and articulation and an
increase in courses emphasizing other aspects of communication and a multiple
approach. However, the result may be more of a change in name than one in course
content."^ So while the appropriate hyphenations have been appended to course
titles, the substantive issue of course content and structure would appear to remain
very much in flux.
Professor Ilkka is Assistant Professor of Speech Communication at the University of
Minnesota, Morris.
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Aside from still more title changes, then, the solution to accommodating the rapid
growth of speech communication study within the first course must include the
discussion, and hopefully, the experimentation with various multiple approaches.
Certainly the present information available for use in the first course is staggering,
and while the amount of time one has in even a five hour a week course is still too
little, with judicious selection and efficient organization, the multiple approach can
be a viable and meaningful alternative to those first courses which are presently more
limited in scope. For example, one way to develop a multiple approach, but by no
means the only way, is via the construction of speech communication units premised
upon successively enlarging and informationally cumulative sets of communicator
contexts. After an overview of the communication process itself, the first context of
study in such an approach would be the individual communicator, with emphasis
given to both physiological and psychological attributes relevant to understanding of
self as a communicator. The next context would be face-to-face interpersonal
communication. With materials like sensory perception, inference-making, and
motivation already introduced in the first context, the study of interpersonal factors
such as trust, risk-taking, listening, and verbal and nonverbal communication would
be facilitated. Of course, these and other materials a given instructor might select are
also appropriate to and an integral part of understanding still a third context, small
group communication. And since small group communication also introduces the
study of such variables as leadership, cohesion, and group acculturation, these topics,
along with previous materials, might next be applied insightfully to the study of yet a
fourth communicator context, organizational communication. Needless to say,
organizational communication study allows for further application of previously
studied materials, for instance, to decision-making in task oriented groups, to
interpersonal communication in dyads such as the job selection interview or the
performance review, or to the relationship of motivation to individual maturation
within the organizational milieu.
Proceeding with this particular format of ever-enlarging communicator contexts,
materials previously learned could be reinforced and in some cases re-interpreted as
applied to the context of face-to-face public communication. As speechmaking is the
task of not only individuals, but groups, movements, and organizations, previously
discussed materials could be adapted usefully to the study of those "rhetorical
situations" in which speakers of yesterday as well as students of today must consider
when planning, giving or listening to public address. A sixth context is mass mediated
communication, and again, new information on mass communication would be
related to, and in many cases contrasted with as well as compared to, previous
communicator context material. Finally, since intercultural communication is
perhaps the most unfamiliar communicator context for most first course students, it
could be studied as a culminating unit in terms of both interpersonal as well as public
communication principles as applied to the cultural values of given ethnic, racial or
national groupings.

Obviously, the content and integration of the seven areas listed above can only be
hinted at here. The individual instructor must decide what he or she would consider
basic to each area. Although the problem of selection is difficult and the results of
the choices made somewhat arbitrary, the overall process is unmistakably a
worthwhile and challenging learning experience. Moreover, if one remembers that
such material can be structured in a cumulative fashion, constantly reinforcing ideas
presented and discussed earlier, then its total impact should result in clarity and
meaningfulness rather than confusion and superficiality.

Of course, choosing content and structuring a format are only a part of an effective
use of the multiple approach in the first course. Considerations of administration of
the course are equally important. First of all, in using a lecture-laboratory format, it
is necessary that the students in the class be given both lecture and reading materials
that survey the major considerations in each of the communicator context units
taught. Because of the amount and variety of material presented, lectures without
complementary readings or readings without any clarifying lectures-discussions will
probably not suffice. Fortunately, there are currently available texts that do present
the scwe of present day speech communication study without sacrificing quality and
depth,5 Secondly, while such a course can be presented with an emphasis on theory,
it seems advisable in the first course to give emphasis to the labs, particularly,
discussion and simulation as well as the use of appropriate multi-media materials. For
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example, as part of a lecture on the small group communicator context, the
instructor might introduce research findings on variables of leadership behavior. The
following day, a discussion in lab on small group communication might include
delineating role behaviors of leaders, drawing specifically from the personal
experiences of the students. Following the discussion of leadership and other
variables of small group communication, the laboratory sessions might be continued
with three or four days devoted to appropriate simulations of various small group
situations, including simulation of the role behavior of leaders and/or leadership
contenders. Again, films or video-tapes depicting small group encounters might also
be used effectively at this point. At the end of the unit, students and instructor might
attempt to synthesize lecture items, readings, simulations and other direct as well as
mass mediated experiences and in the process, arrive at some conclusions about small
group communication in general and leadership in particular that confirm, or even
better, challenge statements made in the lectures or in the texts.
This same pattern could be deployed in any of the other communicator contexts as
well, for example, the public communication unit might begin with a lecture on
fundamentals followed by a discussion of what makes for excellence in
speech-making followed, in turn, by a few well planned experiences in public
speaking. One might also assign a short outside speech criticism paper and then,
conclude the unit with a review of what public speaking is or ought to be about. In
brief, a lecture-discussion-laboratory simulation-conclusions design seems appropriate
for facilitating learning via the multiple approach. While the design gives emphasis to
practice, its ultimate concern is not with "how to" but, rather, with "how one
might" and "with what implications."

Thirdly, although one individual could teach the entire course as it has been sketched
here, it seems advisable in using this or other multiple approaches to make use of
resource persons or else to team teach the course with a colleague. For example,
rather than having two people teaching the same course separately, the two course
sections might be combined for lecture purposes and then re-divided for discussions
and simulations. Obviously a much larger staff of first course teachers could also
integrate their efforts through such a lecture-lab format. Still another alternative that
has been used successfully by the author is to utilize junior and senior speech majors
as laboratory facilitators. Incidentally, the use of undergraduate teaching assistants in
this first course has been most beneficial for both the first course clientele and the
majors. The majors have been able to relate well with the first course students with
the result being that interaction and enthusiasm for speech study has been high. And,
' the majors uniformally agree that the teaching experience has allowed them an
opportunity to reinforce their understanding as well as integrate their knowledge
about the field of speech communication in a manner that they were unable to
achieve prior to their involvement with the first course. In any case, whether one
works with a single colleague, with several, or with undergraduate assistants, the team
taught multiple approach course provides an exchange of ideas as well as an
opportunity for students and staff to interact with and encounter different teaching
styles that has shown itself to be of greater interest and greater value to all involved
in the first course.
Finally, the continuing growth of the field of speech communication underscores the
need for dialogue on the advantages and disadvantages of using various content
materials and course designs in the first course. If one presents the first course
through the multiple approach, he or she runs the risk of substituting surface
consideration for more qualitative study. One also runs the possible risk of
introducing confusion, particularly if the course emerges as a series of unrelated units
of instruction. And, whenever a course is team taught, and in particular, whenever
one works with undergraduate teaching assistants, the problems of coordination are
continuous. Yet, the potential advantages can easily outweigh the potential
disadvantages. If content is chosen selectively and wisely and developed into a
pattern that reinforces previous learning while expanding into new areas, then the
student will be afforded a course that solidifies his understanding. If the course is
structured via ever-enlarging communicator contexts, the student can more readily
understand the greater applicability and relevance of speech communication study
for his or her personal as well as public communication relationships. And because of
the lecture-lab format, the student has the chance to receive cogent and well
packaged information and yet has time to assimilate it, practice with it, think and act
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out its implications in the informal, and hopefully, relaxed and supportive climate of
a small lab of his or her peers. Finally, the multiple approach can be of great value to
both the instructor(s) and the students for if taught on a team-teaching basis it opens
up both the teacher(s) and the students to new ideas and approaches. Certainly there
is still a continuing need for all who teach the first course to share ideas and exchange
views with both colleagues and students. Unless this is done the first course
instructors may well find themselves too soon content to bask in their own limited
resources and in turn, stop being the kind of educators they must be.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATRE; AN APPROACH
Ronald Perrier
The lower division course. Introduction to the Theatre, has generated a good deal of
discussion, consternation, frustration and anxiety on many college campuses. The
course is often the "bread and butter” course for the entire theatre department, and
it must, therefore, maintain sufficient enrollment so as to generate a goodly number
of student credit hours upon which academic budgets are most often based. A
healthy enrollment in the Introduction course generally guarantees that the more
esoteric and, necessarily smaller, advanced theatre courses can be afforded and
supported.

There are some questions which theatre departments often ask about the nature of
the introductory course. It is generally agreed that the course must have student
appeal so that it will have the necessary large enrollment; it must be structured in
such a way so as to accomodate rather large numbers of students without utilizing an
unduly large number of staff teaching hours; it should somehow have the objective of
truly introducing the students to the theatre arts. So how does the theatre
department devise a course that is academically sound, popular with the students,
and true to its basic objectives? The answer to this fundamental question is not
simple, I admit, but I think that a careful examination of some of the basic elements
of the course and its instruction can at least lead to some possible avenues of pursuit.
As we all know, the size of the college or university is usually not a determining
factor in the proportional size of enrollment in the Introduction to the Theatre
course. Contrasted with schools of one-tenth its size, the Universtiy of Minnesota
with its approximately 50,000 students often has similar-sized enrollment figures in
the course. Arthur Ballet at the University of Minnesota has been teaching the course
for many years now. His course is very popular, with very high enrollments (usually
about 500 students per section) and often with extensive waiting lists of students
wanting to get in. Yet other universities of similar size find their Introduction to the
Theatre courses going begging. When I was a member of the speech/theatre staff at
Normandale Community College in Bloomington, Minnesota, we noted several
quarters when we had two daytime sections of 120 students each, with an additional
evening section of 40 students. Those numbers were the maximum tally for each
section. Normandale's total student enrollment at that time was about 2800 students.
So, the size of the school has little to do with the popularity of the course.
There may be important reasons for a decline in enrollment in the Introduction to
the Theatre course. If the liberal arts distribution requirements are changed in regard
to the required credits in the lower division "appreciation" courses (art, music and
theatre), the impact may be felt in any and all of the three fine arts departments. But
in many schools the enrollment in the theatre course declines for no discernible
reason, and in some schools the enrollment never seems to increase to a healthy
figure. Theatre staff meetings which attempt to discover the reasons for the poor
showing often miss the source of the problem. I submit that the popularity (or lack
of popularity) of the course is directly related to two things: the attitude which the
theatre staff holds of the course, and the competence of the instruction in the course.
Naturally, these aspects seem obvious, but sometimes we tend to overlook the
obrious things.

In general, I suspect that the Introduction to the Theatre course is not held in very
high esteem by most theatre staff members. The course is often perceived as a
necessary burden which must be borne; most staff members, after all, much prefer to
teach the advanced, theoretical and more specialized courses in the theatre discipline.
This attitude of complacency toward the introductory course often brings about the
other part of the problem: since the course is not highly regarded, the caliber of
instruction is often equally lethargic. I maintain that the course should only be
taught by the best prepared, most enthusiastic, most inspired and inspiring professors
in the theatre department who have clearly proven talents in lecturing to large groups
of lower division undergraduates without condescending to the students' lack of
experience in the subject.

Dr. Perrier is Assistant Professor in Theatre atSt. Cloud State University.
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The department and the instructor must continually realize what the objectives of
the Introduction to the Theatre course really are. The course is part of the liberal arts
cluster that is designed to make the student more acutely aware of what it means to
be human through the examination of man's past and present thoughts and actions.
Hopefully, the student will begin to realize that what man now is is based entirely
upon what man has been. An introductory Journey through the 2500 years of
Occidental theatre (and in a mere quarter or semester yeti) should cast some specific
illumination upon man’s creative accomplishments as such imitations reflect what he
sees, thinks, knows and perceives in his world.

But to put it more succinctly, the introductory course should provide glimpses into
the essence of the major periods in the history of the theatre; it should expose the
students to some of the dramas which are representative of the major periods; it
should explore the arts and crafts of the backstage technicians who create the magic
of theatre performance; it should provide some insights into what actors and
directors do in preparation for production.
While the above objectives are the reasons why the course exists, there are also some
more pragmatic and immediate values to be derived from the course, both by
students and by the theatre department. In giving the students some understanding
of the living theatre, those students provide an aware audience for the university
productions, and we all like healthy audience numbers. Also, many students become
"turned on" to theatre and take additional courses in the theatre department in order
to satisfy their curiosity which was aroused by the introductory course. Many
students become interested in working backstage, in auditioning for shows, and in
attending future university and community productions long after the course is
completed. And certainly arousing students toward an interest in attending live
theatre performances is what the work of the entire theatre department is all about.
If, then, the course is accepted as important by the theatre department both in
fulfilling the General Education Liberal Arts need and also in serving as the
supportive generated-credits base for the department, the next area of consideration
IS the best approach for teaching the course. Some individuals in several institutions,
after seeing enrollment figures drop (or never even get off the ground), begin to start
thinking of ways to make the course more appealing. They speak of INNOVATIONS,
NEW DIRECTIONS, RELEVANCE, TOPICALITY, and so forth. Indeed, some of
the new ideas for the course even get put into practice. Over the past decade or so, I
have heard of some of the following daring experiments, and the rationale for the
existence of same:
1.

Don't assign any plays to be read. Kids these days don't like to read.

2. Assign television shows for viewing and discussion. Kids like and
understand television.
3. There is no need for a textbook of background reading. (See No. 1 above
for rationale.)
4. Don't even mention any theatre history before 1950. Kids get turned off
by the ancients. Talk only of the current theatre.

5. Let the kids "rap" about their reactions to their theatre experiences, but
never attempt to guide or channel their minds toward new horizons in
aesthetic judgments. Let the students continue to reshuffle the prejudices
which they held when they enrolled in the course. The students might resent
being urged to see from a differing perspective.
6. Never lecture. Kids these days don't have a very long attention span, and
they might walk out of the class while you are talking.
7. Promise the students that the course is going to be FUN, Put up posters to
that effect around the registration tables. Leave handouts to that effect on
cafeteria tables and in dormitory lounges.

8. If you can possibly arrange it, get the course on the Pass/No Pass grading
option.

Well, you get the idea; and as extreme as some of the items in the above list may
seem, I know that we have all, at one time or another, wrestled with similar ideas
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with many of our colleagues while discussing other courses where enrollment
numbers are important.

In twelve years of teaching various forms of the Introduction to the Theatre course, I
have found that students usually realize (even if unconsciously) that understanding,
appreciation and knowledge most often come as a result of some work, some study,
some thought, and some search on their part. To assume that students want a "free
ride" is, I firmly believe, to misread the vast majority of contemporary college
students. We college professors, like most other people being faced with a problem,
will tend to blame others before vve blame ourselves. It is much easier to say that the
students today are lazy and don't want to learn than it is to admit that perhaps the
teacher is not inspired, dynamic, prepared, current, interested and communicative.
Thus, to go back to one of my early points: the faculty member who teaches the
Introduction to the Theatre course must be enthusiastic about theatre, dynamic in
his classroom approach, and dedicated to the importance of teaching at the
freshman/sophomore level.
I am convinced that the course can be interesting and varied without sacrificing
academic quality. For me the chronological-historical approach serves well as a spine
for the organization of the course. To make relationships between the theatre of
yesterday and the theatre of today is absolutely fundamental and of utmost
importance. The ritualistic forms of theatre of the 196O's are not too unlike the early
festivals of Dionysus; the shock effect of the language and nudity of today's theatre
is not unlike that of the Restoration theatre or even the plays of Ibsen in their time;
the violence on television and in the movies seems somewhat pale when contrasted to
the obscene (off-stage) events in most Greek tragedies and the on-stage events in
some of the Renaissance and Jacobean tragedies; the various forms of the Theatre of
the Absurd are not unlike some of the plays of Euripides; television soap operas are
amazingly similar to the plays of Scribe, Sardou and Ibsen; etc. Without the historical
framework in the course, such relationships are quite difficult for the
students to grasp. And I feel that without these important relationships, the students
may never quite realize that their generation did not, indeed, invent all current
movements. One possible way of making relationships clearer is for the instructor to
take every opportunity to relate the theatre (largely unknown to the students) to
television and movies (largely known to the students).
The instructor of the course should not be hesitant to incorporate the Three-H
element into his teaching style — Humor, Histrionics and Ham. Teaching in a lecture
hall to 350 students demands that the instructor's performance (yes, I consider it a
performance) be larger than life. For example, anecdotes, personal experiences and
commentary all add a great deal to the viability and interest of the presentation. If
time and money permit, enrich the performances with multi-media techniques —
bombard the audience with slides, filmstrips, cinema excerpts, taped interviews and
phono record selections.

Over the years I have been told by friends that they avoid talking about the Greek
theatre because it is so boring to the students. I always find that a bit difficult to
accept, because in my experience I have found that the students really enjoy the
Greek theatre. Many have come to me and said that that part of the course was most
exciting and memorable for them. But 2500 years is a very long time between the
experiences of a college freshman in 1976 and the conventions of the Greek theatre
of the fifth century B.C. Hence, the ancient theatre must be resuscitated and
translated a bit in order to "speak" to today's eighteen-year-olds.

For example, in terms of teaching technique, let me explain how I have treated the
subject. I feel that one of the most exciting, dramatic, theatrical and mysterious
stories in all of Western literature is that surrounding Aeschylus' THE ORESTEIA.
While I do not require that the students read the trilogy, I do spend an entire hour
giving the background and telling the story that precedes the beginning of the first
play. I attempt to make comparisons to their own experiences (e.g., while the Trojan
War was unpopular due to the questionable reason for its existence — Helen — other
unpopular wars throughout history have also had their equally questionable
"Helens"). I tell the story of the banquet of Thyestes, the kidnapping of Helen, the
killing of the sacred stag, the sacrifice of Iphigenia, the long ten-year war, the affair
of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra, the raping and pillaging by Agamemnon's troops,
Clytemnestra's welcome-home plans for her husband. Most of the students are
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amazed that the first play begins at this point, so they learn a significant point about
Greek tragedies as drama of ripe circumstance. They learn that the chorus functions
in an expository way. They learn that violence is usually not shown on stage. They
learn that the myths upon which most Greek tragedies were based were common
knowledge to the theatre audiences.
After my hour-long presentation, I believe few students leave with the feeling that
the Greeks are dull, boring and uninteresting. A grave error, however, would be to
"lecture" to the class on themes, images, meanings, characterizations and stage
conventions — to do so would certainly serve as a guaranteed tranquilizer. Rather,
incorporate such necessaries info the story; read excerpts from the plays (for
example, a powerful anti-war statement is the choral section about the dead bodies of
the young soldiers being returned as mere urns filled with ashes; also, Clytemnestra's
speech after she kills Agamemnon and Cassandra is powerful); explain how certain
parts might be staged — but don't, don't give "A Lecture on the Fundamentals of
Greek Tragedy as Illustrated in THE ORESTEIA of Aeschylus."
After the presentation of THE ORESTEIA, the students will more eagerly read
Euripides' THE TROJAN WOMEN or Sophocles' or Euripides' ELECTRA. The myth
has been presented, and the other plays will be a less arduous task for them. Many of
the students will be reading a Greek play for the first time, and with adequate
background in the story, the ode/episode/dialogue structure should not present them
with a great deal of difficulty. Recently, at St. Cloud State University, after an
explanation of THE ORESTEIA I assigned the reading of THE TROJAN WOMEN;
and after a brief discussion of the play, we saw the Michael Cacoyannis film of the
play with Hepburn, Bujold, Redgrave and Pappas. Thus, the students heard the
background to the myth in class, read a play which treated of an aspect of the myth,
and finally saw the play dramatized in cinematic form. I don't think they will soon
forget the Greeks.
There are many topics worthy of inclusion in the course. In fact, there is so much
material that could be included that the instructor must very carefully select what
can be included. A presentation of the history of the American musical with slides
and recorded excerpts can be useful to illustrate America's only contribution to
world theatre and drama. A survey of the often kooky and kinky popular theatre
movement of vaudeville serves well as a lead-in to the more serious survey of the
American Theatre. A guest presentation by a professional actor, film director, theatre
director or designer makes the theory come to life. Bus trips to the Guthrie Theatre
or a community theatre with a meeting with some of the actors arranged for after the
performance is a good experience. Guest presentations from your own school's
costumer, designer, acting teacher or directing teacher make great contributions to
the course. At St. Cloud State University, the course includes a three-week unit on
the history of the cinema, and the relationships between the forms of cinema and the
legitimate theatre are certainly worthy of exploration.

I tend to be satisfied if, at the conclusion of the course, the students find the living
theatre to be truly alive and vital for them. If the students invite their dates and
friends to go to the theatre instead of to a movie, I feel that something has happened
to activate a sensibility in that student. If students discover with joy that the Greeks
or O'Neill or Williams or Shaffer have something special to say to them, and they
read further on their own, then perhaps those students have also been reached in
some way.
Lest you think me totally naive and hopelessly idealistic. I certainly do realize that
many students will not be touched, moved or made interested by the course. But are
there very many efforts in life that achieve 100% results? There are always the few
(and sometimes the many) who do see the theatre in a new light because of the
Introduction to the Theatre course, and that makes all the difference. I would like to
think that their lives are a bit richer than before because of the course. But the
positive end results can only be realized by an instructor who is attentive to diligent
planning, careful presentation and full recognition of the true nature of the course.
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GAY LIBERATION AS A SOCIAL MOVEMENT
Larry Schnoor
The decade of the sixties may well be called the decade of civil rights. Minorities of
all kinds began to agitate for desired reforms and recognition. The Black movement,
the Women's liberation movement, the migratory workers' movement, and numerous
others were recognized and their demands were heard and were being accepted or at
least being negotiated. If the general public consensus could possibly have been
stated, it might well have said, "There can't possibly be any other minority that feels
it has an axe to grind."

Yet there was such a minority—a minority that is often referred to as the "invisible"
minority and one which spans racial, sexual, and ethnic lines. This minority, after
seeing the gains made by other organizations, began to feel that it also had a right to
be heard and to make demands. It took a dramatic event in 1969 to bring this
minority together for the first time in its efforts to achieve civil rights afforded to
other minority organizations.
On June 28, 1969, New York City plainclothesmen entered a club called the
Stonewall. The expressed purpose of the raid was to close the bar because it did not
have a license for the selling of alcoholic beverages. The police had no reason to fear
the raid would be any different from others held in the past The club was closed, the
employees arrested, the patrons were ushered out, but instead of dissolving into the
night, patrons clashed with the police in a riot that lasted nearly three nights. The
item that distinguished this riot from other barroom brawls, was the fact that these
patrons were homosexuals. For the first time homosexuals fought back and one of
the country's largest and most silent minorities became vocal and militant.^
The Battle of Stonewall was the beginning of advances in many areas for the nation's
gay people. According to a recent issue of Time, there are gay studies classes in 50
colleges and more than 800 gay groups in the United States.2 Most of the activity of
such classes and organized gay groups is centered on obtaining state and local
reforms.

In examining the public's reaction to efforts of the nation's homosexuals to seek
reforms and recognition, one must consider two areas of concern. The first is whether
or not the efforts of the homosexuals and the homosexuals themselves constitute the
necessary requirements to be labeled as a legitimate social movement. The second,
based on the assumption that the answer to the first question is positive, deals with
the methods used and the degree of effectiveness of those methods. This paper shall
attempt to analyze the homosexual movement on the basis of these two areas of
concern.

There are many opinions existing that try to state what is necessary before an effort
by a group of people can legitimately be called a social movement While various
sociologists and rhetorical critics may disagree on the particulars, it is the opinion of
this writer that within the varied views, there exists a general ground of common
agreement that may be used. It is not meant to seem as if it were a startling new
concept, but rather, being an eclectic by nature, this writer has simply continued in
that direction.
Beginning with the view expressed by Hans Toch^ that a social movement must be
aimed at promoting a change in society at large, several other requirements have been
added. It is felt that if the collective behavior of a group is able to have the following
items applied and the items adhere, the group's collective behavior may be deemed a
legitimate social movement. The standards are as follows; (1) efforts must be directed
toward a change in the status quo; (2) efforts must extend beyond the local
community; and (3) efforts must result in a dialectical enjoinment with the
established system.
In determining the first standard, efforts being directed toward a change, it needs to
be remembered that two preconditions of a social movement are the oppressive sense
of intolerable reality and the vision of conceivable change. Both elements seem
present in the homophile movement.
Professor Schnoor is Associate Professor of Speech at Mankato State University,
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Writing in The Gay Mystique, Fisher expresses the fact that, "In only a few nations in
the world. . .are the penalties for engaging in homosexual relations more stringent
than those found in the United States."^ Martin Hoffman, author of The Gay World,
has stated, "The more I have studied male homosexuality, the more I have become
impressed with its seriousness as a social problem; it is perhaps the most serious
undiscussed problem in the United States todayIn a letter written to the men and
women in Gay Liberation Movement, Huey Newton indicated his opinion on the
oppression of the homosexual:

We haven't said much about the homosexual at all, and we must relate to the
homosexual movement because it’s a real thing. And I know through reading
and through my life experience, my observations, that homosexuals are not
given freedom and liberty by anyone in the society. Maybe they might be the
most oppressed people in society.6

Accepting that homosexuals are among the oppressed, the question then needs to be
asked as to whether or not they are working for a change in the system that causes
the oppression. In an article published in The Humanist, Franklin E. Kameay points
out that "court test cases are being brought...to challenge and ultimately to strike
down policies excluding homosexuals."^

Laud Humphreys, Associate Professor of Sociology, writes that massive involvement
of professed homosexuals has become an established part of the American scene.8 An
article in Newsweek gives credence to the fact that the nation's homosexuals are
active in an effort to change the status quo. It states the following;
... in the backwash of political organizational efforts by migrant workers,
welfare mothers and once formless and powerless groups, the nation's
homosexuals have begun taking a few assertive steps of their own—and finding
to their not inconsiderable surprise that the politicians can be made to pay
attention.9

A more recent incident involved the case of T/Sgt. Leonard Matlovich and his efforts
to remain in the Air Force.10 Thus it seems obvious that the first standard has been
applied and it adheres.
The second standard, requiring that the efforts must extend beyond the local
community, likewise adheres. Efforts by gay liberationists to present their case have
taken place in New York, Chicago, Minneapolis, San Francisco, Los Angeles and in
the summer of 1972, at the Democratic National Convention in Miami, Florida. By
the beginning of 1972, student homophile groups were present on some seventy
college campuses.11 It can be stated with correctness, that the gay liberation efforts
extend beyond the local community level and cover the nation from coast to coast.

The third and final standard, concerned with the dialogue between the movement
and the established system, can best be analyzed by looking at aspects of the rhetoric
of the liberation movement and the reaction to it by the establishment.
One of the first observations that may be presented in regard to the rhetoric of the
gay movement is, "it sounds familiar." The "familiar" ring is not at all surprising
when one discovers the basic issues expressed in gay rhetoric are concerned with
"freedom," "equality of opportunity," "a rightful place in the nation's destiny," and
"equal protection under the law." These same issues were expressed in the early civil
rights movements of the nation's Blacks. This similarity is recognized by Humphreys
as he states:

Homophile leaders, who claim to represent a minority of the American
population comparable in size to the Blacks, have copied both rhetoric and
strategies from the better-known civil rights movement. Not only were gay
liberation leaders nurtured and encouraged by the peace and Black liberation
movements, but these social tides have shared the special skills of the
oppressed. 12
The similarity between the Black liberation movement and the gay movement is
present in the overall slogan of the gay movement as well. The slogan "Gay Power"
must be recognized as springing from the earlier slogan "Black Power."

In addition to the slogan "Gay Power," the rhetoric of gay liberationists contains
other examples of slogans and symbols, which is one of the necessary requirements
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for a cohesive development within a collective group. Life reported that, "Under the
slogan 'Out of the Closets and into the Streets,' thousands of homosexuals, male and
female, were proudly confessing what they had long hidden."13 Furthermore this
writer observed that The Advocate frequently contained references, either in cartoon
form or in bold print, that "Gay Is Good." According to material presented by
Humphreys in his book, there are buttons that contain the same wording and others
that ask for "Equality for Homosexuals."1‘1 The most common symbol that seems to
be emerging is the official insignia of the Gay Activists Alliance. It is an orange
lambda on a royal blue background and is being used as the main identification
symbol for the nation's homosexuals. An advertisement in the April 11, 1973, issue
of The Advocate informs the reader that tie tacks, tie bars, pendants, and cufflinks
are all available in the lambda symbol and extolls the wearer to "Identify
Yourself. . .You're not ashamed—you're proud!"1^

The most distinctive characteristic of the rhetoric of the gay movement is its message
that the gay people are proud of being gay and do not intend to change. The rhetoric
expresses the view that homosexuality is a perfectly defined way of life. This can be
seen in the emergence of the protest songs and liberation anthems. In the song
"Angry At This," the lyrics emphasizes that the individual is no longer "afraid of
being who I am." Madeline Davis the author of "Stonewall Nation," received a
measure of national fame when she addressed the Democratic National Convention
last summer on the gay rights issue. In her song, she invokes the spirit that erupted
into the "Stonewall Riots" that launches the modern Gay Liberation Movement in
1969. The words of "Stonewall Nation" reflect their pride in being gay and tell the
rest of the world to take their tolerance and shove it, because "we're gonna be
ourselves and love it.""*®
An excellent example of the use of rhetoric by persons active in the liberation
movement of homosexuals is contained in the treatise written by Ted Pankey. 1^ In it
he expresses his philosophy of life and arrives at the points where he states the
following:

So here we are at last. SIU Gay Lib stands up willingly to discuss ourselves
freely and openly, reaching out to offer an alternative to the up-tight Gay who
has locked himself in his closet believing he is alone, unequal to his oppressor,
or unworthy of any kind of beauty. 18

Pankey expresses the problem facing those in gay liberation—the need to awaken
those gays who are still passing as "straight" to "come out of the closet." Pankey
continues to set forth not only the objectives of the Southern Illinois University Gay
Liberation, but those of the general gay movement as well;
We of SIU Gay Lib, therefore, render our services to Carbondale and
University community with the following objectives in mind: (1) Liberation of
the homosexual from himself. It is the hate for ourselves which must be
overcome before we can ever hope to love anyone else. (2) Promotion of
mutual understanding between Gays and Straights. It is not enough for us
merely to tolerate each other. (3) Reform of laws discriminating against
Gays. 19

These three areas provide the basis of confrontation between the gay movement and
the norms of established society.
These three objectives are developed and expanded in i912 Gay Rights Platform
adopted by the National Coalition of Gay Organizations in February 1972. The
platform which illustrated the demands and objectives of the homophile movement
in the most articulate manner sought the removal of all social and legal sanctions
against homosexuality. It is this end which restricts how readily the public will accept
the homophile movement
This hesitancy is understandable when one considers that the colonization of this
country was accomplished, in large part, by religious dissidents whose Puritan
morality made them unwelcome in their own homeland. This Puritan morality has
been perpetuated in the values and laws of this nation. The antisexual ethos is part of
the American tradition, and one which has had an enormous influence on all of us, as
has the American propensity for attempting to legislate private morality, from
prohibition to abortion to sexual behavior. In addition, the narrowness of the
masculine role in our society requires that role to be protected. It would appear that
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the public is afraid that if social and legal sanctions against homosexuality were
lifted, the backbone of our society, the American institute of the family and
marriage, would be destroyed.

The demands of the gay liberation movement indicate that homosexuals are no
longer willing to play the "game" which society has insisted be played. The demands
reflect what has become the new attitude of the homosexual toward himself—pride.
The demands reflect that the new philosophy which is appearing is particularly
politically oriented. The demands reflect the appeal to the youth, the single, and the
intelligentsia of the gay world.

The 1972 platform of the National Coalition of Gay Organizations provided the basis
for the formation of the civil rights minority plank at the platform hearings of the
Democratic National Convention in 1972. The majority plank stated that the
Democratic Party accepted all life styles. The minority report called for the full
acceptance of rights for all gay people. Senator George McGovern had endorsed the
Gay Rights Platform as it came out of the NCGO in February, but his endorsement
was negated at the convention and the minority report was defeated.2O While this
could be interpreted as a defeat for gay liberation, it was actually a victory. Never
before had any political party recognized the political power of the gay movement to
the extent that it would even allow them an opportunity for a minority report. Gay
Delegate Jim Foster of California gave evidence that the homosexual movement
would not diappear from the political scene when he said, "We will not be still, we
will not go away until the ultimate goal of Gay Liberation is realized, that goal being
that all people live in the peace and freedom and dignity of what they are."21
This writer has attempted to demonstrate the legitimacy of the gay liberation as a
social movement. It has been seen that (1) the efforts by the gay liberationists are
directed toward a change in the status quo; that (2) efforts by the gay liberationists
extend beyond the local community and that (3) efforts of the gay liberationists has
resulted in a dialectical enjoinment with the established system.

In making final analysis of the gay liberation movement, several conclusions may be
drawn. The first is that the movement will have a problem in its membership growth.
In order for any social movement to be successful and to gain its objectives, it must
continue to grow by attracting new members. The growth of the movement, to this
point, has been related to the central theme and conception of "come out." This has
attracted a relatively restricted, though numerically sizeable, group of gay people into
the direct-action organizations, and the occasional demonstrations and cultural
activities. But beyond this point, there appears to be a problem. This problem is the
fact that many gays are capable of remaining secret. This ability to remain secret
would seem to increase the psychological barriers in the desire for struggle and
isolates gays from each other as well as simultaneously flaunting the effects of
oppression. Thus, militancy does not come as easily to gays as to other oppressed
groups. The large gay concentrations which do exist in the gay ghettos of large major
cities will continue to be courted by politicians within those cities and states. They
will receive a degree of freedom in their environments because of the political power
to present in the "gay vote." However, those gays scattered throughout the
population In largely isolated situations will lack this political weight and will
continue to be subject to restrictions and will remain "invisible." It will not be until
general societal attitudes change and the interest of national political figures become
concerned with the homosexual demands, that the life style of the nation's
homosexuals will stand a chance of being understood.
In addition, as long as the rhetoric of the gay liberation movement remains in direct
conflict with the established institution of the American family and of marriage as it
Is conceived in the American social structure, the general public will continue to
object to the reform of the laws and restrictions concerned with sexual behavior. If
the rhetoric of gay liberation is able to find a way in which to express the message in
such a manner that allows for the average citizen to realize that the homosexual
doesn't wish to destroy the conception of marriage or the American family, then it
might be successful in reaching its objectives.

It is also necessary for society to meet the homosexual with factual understanding.
As a result, spokesmen of the gay liberation movement must discover those appeals
that will encourage society to understand the homosexual.
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MULTI-CULTURAL EDUCATION: WHAT'S IN IT FOR US

Ann Zuvekas and Clarence Zuvekas, Jr.
yNe Minnesotans are increasingly coming into contact with people from different
cultures — both within the United Statesand abroad. Although the growing strength
of nationalism all over the world may sometimes give us the impression that nations
want less to do with each other, the world is becoming economically and politically
more interdependent This is evident, for example, in the rising share of foreign trade
in the economies of most nations.^ Not all of us, of course, will be traveling overseas
as diplomats or business persons — or even as tourists. But most of us are likely to
encounter the Japanese businessman, the Norwegian dignitary, the A.F,S. student
from Turkey, and the Vietnamese refugee.
Inside the United States, the growing militancy of minority groups is forcing us to
take greater notice of them; and, as their economic opportunities increase, we will
encounter the Mexican-American, the Native American, and the Black American in a
greater variety of business and social situations.^

It is important for us to be aware that the familiar way of conducting social and
economic affairs may have unfamiliar results. Businessmen must learn that in some
cultures "yes" may be a polite way of saying "no." Those doing business in Zambia
must learn to watch colors: red raincoats will not sell because many people believe
that wearing red in bad weather encourages thunder and lightening. In Latin America
one quickly learns not to casually wave "bye!" when returning to work after
lunching with a friend. "Bye, see you later" may be quite acceptable to a "gringo"
friend, but to a Latin American it is curt. Expected behavior in this case consists of a
handshake and an expression of one's pleasure at having had the opportunity to share
a meal and to exchange ideas with that person, whose individuality is thus
recognized.
Communicating with someone from another culture means that non-verbal cues may
be lacking or unfamiliar, or even the opposite of what we expect. The Oriental smile
as an expression of "face" is one example. So, too, is the Native American child who
refuses to look at an adult, not from shiftiness or dishonesty, but from respect Latin
Americans find our conversational distance "cold"; we, in turn, find them unbearably
close, particularly with a member of the opposite sex. In Thailand it is considered
good manners to pick one's teeth at the dinner table. Many Mediterranean men,
accustomed to walking with theirarmsabout each other, are shocked that we might
question their sexual preference.

Order and time, too, mean different things to different peoples. "First come, first
served," we say; "Serve the most important person first," say many other cultures.
"Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today," we say; "Life's too short to
waste rushing about," say others. To a non-lndian, Indians lack any sense of time. To
an Indian, the time to begin is when it is right, not merely because a clock dictates.
Familial and social structure vary, even within our own country. Most of us have a
nuclear family or its variant. Chicanos, Indians, and others often live in extended
families with several generations and degrees of relatives living and sharing together.
It may be considered "natural" for a child to live with someone other than his
"natural" parents: a grandparent, aunt, cousin, or friend. What happens in such cases,
to the "parent—teacher" conference? How do we reach those who can most influence
the child?

Having such a child, or any other who differs from our Anglo, middle-class "norm",
is both a trial and a blessing. Indeed it is a trial, as we struggle to assist that child to
gain the best from both cultures and the skills necessary to succeed, while we have 25
or more other children who also need our help. No one can pretend that the task is
easy. But it is also a blessing: to us and to the other children. We can learn right along
with the students what another culture or subculture has to offer.
Ann Zuvekas is Director of Migrant Health Service, Inc. She has taught in both
English- and Spanish- language schools in Ecuador, Clarence Zuvekas, Jr. is Associate
Professor of Economics and Coordinator of Latin American Studies at Moorhead
State University. He previously served as economic advisor widt USAIDIEcuador.
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Broadly speaking, students derive two types of benefits from their examination of
other cultures. First, exposure to new ideas, institutions, and behavior patterns
enables them better to understand their own culture and their own individual actions
within that culture. This is true, however, only to the extent that teachers are adept
at leading students to discover differences and similarities among cultures and to seek
explanations for these divergencies and parallels.

To use examples from Latin American cultures — with which we are most familiar —
we may ask, why do Latin Americans often live in extended families? Why is it that
we do not? Are there advantages to each kind of family structure? Why does English
emphasize doing while Spanish stresses being? Does this have economic implications?
Mental health implications? What does that mean for our retired, handicapped, or
unemployed? What about the role of women? What about differences
in land tenure arrangements? We often take for granted that our way is the most
rational and even God-given. Perhaps it is, and perhaps it is not. In our experience,
those who have subjected their assumptions, beliefs, and methods to this kind of
questioning have emerged the stronger for it. Even the most radical expatriate gets a
lump in his throat over the Stars and Stripes and cannot wait to eat hot dogs on the
Fourth of July I
Knowledge of another culture first helps us to understand our own culture and
secondly enables us to communicate most effectively with persons from other
cultures. Interestingly enough, exposure to a second culture can aid communication
with those from a third, fourth, or fifth culture. We no longer accept as "given" that
meekness is or is not a virtue, that men do or do not dominate women, that children
are or are not heard, or that the family farm is or is not a desired end. We no longer
automatically assume that one who gives away his family’s bread is irresponsible, that
teenagers exist as a unique human class, that contemplating one's navel is a waste of
time, that rural life is more bucolic than city life, or that any group of people has a
monopoly on stinginess or generosity.
In personal contact with people from other cultures, we should begin by questioning
non-verbal communication^: What does it mean? How close to we stand? Does a
woman look at a man? Do colors have meanings? Does one carry flowers to a hostess;
What kind? How do men and women walk together? When does one smile? Cry?
Frown? For what can one use the left hand? When does one shake hands? With
whom? How does one act in holy places? Where can children accompany their
parents? Does hairstyle have significance? Clothing? How are holidays celebrated?
What foods are eaten? When? How does one demonstrate aggression? Submission?
There are numerous non-verbal factors in a culture. It is our responsibility to learn
those factors and, when possible, their origins and implications.
We must also listen for verbal communication. If possible, we should learn the
language, whether another dialect of English (e.g. ghettoese) or another language.
This enables us to communicate fully.

If is is not possible to learn the language, then we must learn about the language:
What phonemes does it use: Are they different from our dialect of English? Will they
present difficulties in hearing or reading English? (For example, a native Spanish
speaker hears "bit" and "beet" as the same word.) Are some combinations difficult?
A native Spanish speaker says "school" or "Sprite" only with difficulty. We should
be careful not to conclude that a child has a functional speech defect because of a
missing phoneme. We also need to learn the structure of the language, its tenses,
conjugations, possessives, etc. Black English, for example, uses verbs very differently
from standard English. Some languages have no past tense. Word order may differ:
throw the horse over the fence some hay! Learning about the language can help us
anticipate these problems.^
While we are learning from the culturally different student, we must not forget the
child himself. He certainly does not need to be a curiosity; he is first of all a child. He
is a child who has something special to contribute, as indeed all children have. Above
all, he should not be made to feel inferior and ashamed of his language and culture.
To belittle anyone's language and culture is to demean the person; this is especially
true of a child. Numerous studies have shown the positive correlation between
self-concept and achievement.^ For the bicultural child, self-concept may well be the
determinant. He will be by far the richer adult for knowing and coping in two
language^and cultures. We will be the richer for having known him.
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NOTES
1

Between 1960 and 1974 the volume of world trade increased at an annual rate of
8.4 percent, compared with a 4.8 percent growth rate for world output
(International Monetary Fund, Annual Report 1915, pp. 3 and 11).

2

One of the most perplexing problems in dealing with members of minority groups
concerns the choice of name for the group in question. Most of us now say
"Blacks" instead of "Negroes"; but there are some members of that group who
prefer the latter designation, while still others would like to be called
"Afro-Americans." Should vw say "Indian" or "Native American"? Is it
"Chicano," "Mexican American," or "Mexican"? The confusion over terms stems
largely from the search by these groups for a unique cultural identity — an
identity not easily found. It is extremely important for teachers to be aware of
the anguish suffered by children who are unsure of their cultural identity. And it
is for us to discover the word each child would like us to use to describe his
culture.

3

For an excellent introduction to non^/erbal communication, see Edward T. Hall,
The Silent Language (Greenwich, Conn: Fawcett Premier Books, 1959).

4

Parenthetically, we may note that children can learn two, three, or even four
languages relatively easily. Teachers need not fear that speaking one language will
inhibit learning another.

5

See, for example, Wilbur B. Brookover, Edsel Erickson and Lee Joiner,
Self-Concept of Ability and School Achievement (East Lansing: Michigan State
University, 1967).
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AN APOLOGY FOR PRODUCING PRE-MODERN DRAMA
IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
Roberts. Bada!
The drama director who considers a pre-modern play for production in the high
school is at once beset with a varied and complex series of problems. Mere mention
of producing Oedipus Tyrannos, Hamlet or The Way of the World is reason enough to
convince most high school directors to turn their attentions to forensic coaching.
This diffidence on the part of directors is justifiable since production of the classics
generally requires a level of acting and technical skill which is well beyond the range
of younger students. Perhaps the first difficulty to be overcome is the frequent use of
poetic or complex prose dialogue that for the beginning actor, is a demanding, even
awesome, assignment. Equally challenging is the need for the actor and director to
capture an appropriate period style in performance. Add to these the special
problems of dialect, legerdemain, actable translations or texts, acrobatics, music,
scenery and costume, and it is easier to understand why pre-modern plays are not
attempted more frequently in high school. If the production limitations are not alone
sufficient to dissuade the director, he must consider also whether the audience will
appreciate and support the results of his labors.

But in spite of the obstacles there are notable incentives which must appeal to the
director, especially if he is trying simultaneously to develop in the classroom a
genuine interest in the classics. To say that pre-modern drama is exciting to students
comes as no revelation to directors and teachers who annually accompany thousands
of Minnesota students to theatres such as the Guthrie for productions of
Shakespeare, Sophocles and Moliere. Nor is student interest surprising to the drama
director who has successfully produced a pre-modern drama in his own high school.
This articles does not propose productions of Everyman to be done by everyone
across the state, and it most definitely does not recommend that Garboduc be dones
by anyone anywhere. What will be encouraged here, however, are suggestions of a
few pre-modern plays which may be suitable for production by experienced directors
in established high school theatre programs. The more popular titles from the
classical repertory are not discussed since these are already familiar to the reader and,
more importantly, because the standard vehicles for stage and study are generally
among the most challenging and complex plays ever conceived. There is, then, an
assumption herein that Shakespeare and Congreve are better left in the hands of the
college and professional companies. Instead, the plays under consideration are
perhaps less well-known titles which are recommended specifically for high school
production. Each of the plays meets the demands of the following criteria for
evaluation:

1. The plays have inherent dramatic power, vitality, and thematic interest which
merit revival for modern audiences.

2. The plays are short, and most can be fitted comfortably into the requirements of
the one-act play contest.
3. The plays have technical and staging requirements which are not unusually
demanding, although costuming remains a key production element.
4. The plays have language and character demands which are realistic for a capable
high school cast.
5. Taken together, the plays exemplify a variety of periods and genres which suggest
the broad range of production possibilities in pre-modern drama.

Dr. Robert Badal is Assistant Professor of Speech at Moorhead S tate University.
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Surprisingly, the Medieval theatre offers the high school director a plentiful supply of
plays which meet the establish criteria. From the Medieval period, the more common
choices for high school production have traditionally been native farces such as
Gammer Gurton’s Needle and The Farce of die Worthy Master Pierre Patelin, both of
which retain their broad and human comic appeal. In the morality play tradition
Everyman remains, for better or worse, the standard choice. But the genre which
deserves more serious consideration from drama directors is the Miracle play. These
plays in production have been called "simple, direct and strong.''1 They are
Brechtian in their failure to exploit emotion gratuitously, and this is the very strength
of their dramatic honesty. The plays range from the rustic humor of The Second
Shepherd’s Play (Wakefield) to the Grand Guignol effects of The Crucifixion (York).
A cycle play which is particularly recommended here as a representative illustration is
the Abraham and Isaac (Brome MS).2 This is a rather thrilling melodrama which
retells the familiar Biblical story of God's commandment to Abraham—that he must
sacrifice his own son. The play holds our interest because of the truthful handling of
the father's love and a son's obedience; it also develops suspense well, as we await the
last-moment reprieve by the Angel. One difficulty to be recognized here is that the
roles of Abraham and Isaac require capable actors. A full evening of lively theatre can
be achieved by combining several such Miracle plays on the same program, espedally
when they are schedules as part of Christmas or Easter activities.
Another period offering numerous production possibilities is the drama of the
eighteenth century. The comedies, in particular, merit consideration, and the range of
choices is limitless. The director may chose as outrageous burlesque such as Henry
Fielding's Tragedy of Tragedies, which chronicles in short stature the heroic
proportions of Tom Thumb. Or the director may look to the more sublime comedies
of Pierre de Marivaux, whose Money Makes die World Go Round (Le Triomphe de
Plutus) offers the high school director an entertaining one-act script.^ This play
presents the gods Plutus and Apollo deadlocked as rival suitors to Lydia, the lovely
daughter of Grangewell. Apollo, a smooth talker, ridicules Plutus for his blunt
manner and lack of refined taste. But wealthy Plutus pursues his quarry confident
that he has "ducats here whose style is as good as literature."^ In business-like
fashion, Plutus proceeds to buy the aid of Grangewell, Lydia's maid, and Apollo's
own servant. Puff. Once having lost Lydia, Apollo is left wondering about the real
value of personal charm and sophisticated marivauxdage.
Another
delightful
eighteenth
century
play
is Richard
Brinsley
Sheridan's two-act farce, St. Patrick’s Day, Or, The Scheming Lieutenant.^
This play combines broad humor and extravagant characters as we follow Lieutenant
O'Connor's pursuit of Lauretta. Her father. Justice Credulous, does not approve of
the match, and this results in a series of disguisings and plottings by O'Connor. The
sub-plot contributes its share of low humor also as Serjeant Trounce and his rag-tag
band of soldiers march madly about the stage in search of recruits. The scheming
lieutenant, in the guise of a doctor, convinces Credulous that he is about to die, and
the father concedes to the match between doctor and daughter. Then the lieutenant
reveals his true identity, and Credulous is forced to keep his promise.

Perhaps a more familiar dramatic period, the nineteenth century is a tested source of
drama suited to high school production, and this is primarily due to continued
popular interest in melodramas of the period. Young actors seem to thrive on the
full-bloom passions of melodrama, and audiences find the thin superficialities of plot
and characterization pleasantly diverting. Probably serving as the prototype of the
melodrama, Douglas Jerrold's Black-Eyed Susan (1829) w^ among the first English
plays to run for one hundred consecutive performances.® Although unwieldly for
one-act contests. Black Eyed Susan is first-rate theatre fare within the reach of high
school performers. Jerrold has written this nautical drama with a fore-and-aft rigged
plot. As the play opens, we find that Susan's husband, William, has not been heard
from in twelve months at sea. His uncle. Doggrass, is Susan's cold-hearted landlord,
who is in league with the unlikeable Hatchet. As the plot unfolds, we find Hatchet
trying to delude defenseless Susan into thinking that William has died while at sea.
Meanwhile, William has returned with the Fleet and arrives on the scene in time to
overhear Hatchet's deception. When he reveals himself to Susan, Hatchet and
Doggrass are ruined, and the lovers appear happily reunited. But the second part of
the plot develops even graver consequences for the couple as we learn that William's
captain has himself fallen in love with Susan. While drunk. Captain Crosstree forces
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his attentions upon her but is struck down by William, who then must face
court-martial proceedings. Honest Will pleads guilty at the shipboard trial, and his evil
uncle, who is watching from a small boat, jumps up gleefully, slips and falls to a
watery grave. Will’s sentence is death by the rope. But the day is, of course, saved
when Crosstree enters with a letter found on the body of Doggrass—the letter was
Will's naval discharge, pre-dating the attack upon Crosstree. Thus, as a civilian. Will is
free to return to the arms of his Black-eyed Susan. The play's effectiveness is
enhanced by colorful nautical language which buoys up any weaknesses in plot and
thematic development.
For the more adventuresome director, ancient Greek drama offers a special set of
challenges and rewards, especially for those schools with a strong theatre program. As
with other pre-modern periods, the high school director must make his script
selection thoughtfully since a number of the plays present extraordinary production
difficulties. One Greek tragedy which is suitable for the high school is Alcestis of
Euripides.^ Among the shortest of Greek tragedies, Alcestis is a stageworthy
tragi-comedy with a happy ending; it also has the advantage of being a self-contained
play which is not a part of a connected trilogy.
The play presents the familiar story of Admetus, King of Pherae, whose friendship
with Apollo earns for him this favor of the Fates; that when the hour of Admetus’
death comes, the Fates will accept in his stead the life of another who is willing to die
in his place. The play opens with a confrontation between Apollo and Death, and we
learn that Admetus' wife, Alcestis, is about to sacrifice herself for her husband.
Admetus' expressions of self-guilt and sentiment are extreme, contrasting sharply
with the calm, heroic resolution of Alcestis. The serious tone of the play changes
sharply following her departure to the underworld, for the unexpected arrival of
Heracles as a guest of the house forces Admetus to behave as if nothing unpropitious
has occured. Heracles proceeds to take full advantage of Admetus' hospitality, even
to the point of raucous feasting and drunkeness. Upon the discovery of Admetus'
death, however, Heracles atones for his behavior by grappling with Death in order to
miraculously return Alcestis to her husband.

Largely because of the intricacy of the choral passages, Alcestis is probably the most
difficult of the plays discussed above. Like the other suggested titles, however, this is
a pre-modern play offering rewards which make the production challenges
worthwhile. The titles and authors recommended here are necessarily limited in
number, but they may at least serve as a representative and attractive sampling from
the classical repertoire. As teachers we are most definitely concerned with developing
in our students a sense of historical and cultural perspective. So, too, as directors we
should develop realistic means to maintain a living theatre tradition which recognizes
the particular educational and entertainment values inherent in the production of
pre-modern drama.
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E, Martin Browne, Religious Drama 2, Mystery and Morality Plays (Cleveland,
1958), p. 305.

2

A modernized text is advised. See John Gassner's version in his Medieval and
Tudor Drama (New York, 1971).

3

Oscar Mandel, ed. Seven Comedies by Marivaux, (Ithaca, NY, 1968).

4 Ibid., p. 114.
5

Devil Price, ed. The Dramatic Works of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, (Oxford,
1973), Vol. I.

6

George Rowell, ed. Nineteenth Century Plays, (London, 1953), p. vi. This volume
also contains the script of Jerrold's play.

7

David Grene and Richmond Lattimore, eds. in Greek Tragedies, (Chicago, 1960),
Vol. 3. Richmond Lattimore translation.

